7239 Pocahontas Trail, Williamsburg, VA 23185

November 20, 2019
Lynn Bailey | Region III Civil Rights Officer
Federal Transit Administration| U.S. Department of Transportation
1760 Market Street
Suite 500
Philadelphia, PA 19103-4124
Re: Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) Participation Goal
Dear Ms. Bailey:
Enclosed is Williamsburg Area Transit Authority’s (WATA) updated statement of its proposed overall goal
for Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) participation for Federal Fiscal Years 2019, 2020 and 2021.
This update addresses the DBE Goal Review Assessment notice dated May 9, 2019 and further guidance
provided in the May 2019 presentation. Included is a summary of the methodology used to calculate the
proposed DBE goal and the breakdown of estimated participation for the goal. WATA anticipates the
overall goal will accrue to be six percent (6%).
WATA participated in two public business outreach events in Norfolk and Newport News. WATA hosted a
business community event in the Williamsburg area to discuss the DBE goals and how DBE vendors can
do business with WATA. Flyers, copies of the sign in sheets, and feedback notes from the outreach events
are attached at the end of the document. The goal was published in the local newspaper, posted on social
media and on WATA’s website. The link to WATA’s website: http://www.gowata.org/184/Procurement
Based on feedback from the outreach events, past project delays, upcoming projects, and using the
methodology provided in the May 2019 DBE presentation, of the 6% overall goal WATA will strive for, 1.4
percent to be a race-conscious measure and 4.6 percent of be a race-neutral measure. Upon reviewing
the May 2019 presentation, the RN/RC Split is adjusted slightly from the original submission. We have
reviewed the goal development process and believe it represents a fair assessment of available DBE
participation that can be achieved during the triennium.
If you have any additional questions, please contact me at (757) 220-5574 or by email at bcreel@gowata.org.
Sincerely,
Barbara Creel
Budget and Grants Administrator
DBE Liaison Officer
Enclosures
Cc: Zach Trogdon

Overall Goals (§26.45)
Goal Amount
WATA’s overall goal for FY 2019-2021 is six (6) percent of the federal financial assistance expended in DOT-assisted
contracts. This goal excludes FTA funds to be used for the purchase of transit vehicles.
Method
The method used to calculate the relative availability of DBEs “base figure” for Step 1 of the process was taken from
Example 1 of §26.45, which suggests the use of DBE Directories and Census Bureau Data.
ƒ

First, WATA staff determined the number of ready, willing and able DBEs from the State’s DBE Directory.

ƒ

Second, WATA staff examined lists of other MBE/WBE (Minority Business Enterprise/Women Business Enterprise)

organizations in the region to ascertain the availability of additional firms that might be certified as ready, willing and able
DBEs if they were alerted to the benefits of the program. In making this determination, WATA considered two scenarios.
The first scenario assumed that one third (1/3) of those available DBEs would be eligible or qualify for Virginia’s DBE
certification. The second scenario considered all the MBEs as available DBEs.
ƒ

Third, using the U.S. Census Bureau under America Fact Finder, WATA staff determined the number of businesses

available in the state of Virginia market that could provide the goods and services that WATA projected for purchase in
FY19-21. Staff realizes that not all DBE’s across the State will participate in all purchases in Williamsburg; however, we
wanted to be liberal in our assumptions.
ƒ

Finally, a base figure for each of the scenarios was derived by dividing the number of DBEs and available DBEs by the

number of all regional businesses in the appropriate business sectors. To tailor the data to WATA’s contracting program
for FY19-21, the relative availability of DBEs was weighted. This calculation method gave more weight to the categories
of work in which WATA anticipates expending more money.
Step 1: Determining a Base Figure for the Overall Goal
a. Link to determine the correct NAICS code: http://www.census.gov/cgi-bin/sssd/naics/naicsrch
b. Link to determine the number of vendors who can provide the service based in the state of Virginia:
https://factfinder.census.gov/faces/nav/jsf/pages/index.xhtml
c. Link to Virginia DBE search:
http://publicsearch.virginiainteractive.org/MBE/DBE/Search/SearchCodeResult?searchKey=541620&searchType
=c
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The final rule making, Section 26.45 of 49 CFR Part 26, suggested five methodologies and provided examples for recipients
to use as guidelines to set overall goals. The WATA transit system opted to use method number one, which was used for
the last triennial period. This method allows the use of DBE Directories and Census Bureau Data and makes use of the
following formula:
•

Ready, willing and able DBEs

•

Step One Base Figure = DBE firms ready, willing and able/all firms ready, willing and able (including DBEs and nonDBEs)

WATA staff was careful to address the issue of determining a percentage as accurately as possible, by using the same
scope of businesses for both the numerator and the denominator. Staff took into account the Census Bureau’s Business
Pattern (CBP) data available and the area from which WATA draws contractors and subcontractors. Staff also opted to
use Virginia as the boundaries for its local market, based on scope of contracting opportunities.
The Numerator
To determine the number of ready, willing and able DBEs, WATA staff used the Virginia Department of Minority
Business Development’s (DMBE) DBE Directory [DMBE is the DBE certifying agent for the state of Virginia and WATA
utilizes the State’s DBE Directory as its own directory]. As suggested in the “Tips for Goal Setting” released by the Office
of Small and Disadvantaged Business Utilization (OSDBU), WATA staff consulted relevant data sources to supplement the
data with available DBEs for the purpose of goal setting only. In doing so, the following MBE/WBE (Minority Business
Enterprise/Women Business Enterprise) directories were carefully examined: Office of Minority Business Enterprise (MBE)
City of Richmond Directory, VA Department of Minority Business Enterprise (Virginia DMBE) Directory, Virginia Minority
Supplier Development Council (VMSDC) Directory and the Metropolitan Business League (MBL).
The total number of available DBEs became the numerator.
The Denominator
WATA staff derived the denominator from the 2010 Census Bureau’s Business Pattern (CBP) database.
Again, the CBP database was sorted to reflect only those fields in which WATA intends to contract during FY19-21. To do
this NAICS codes were carefully examined and matched with the categories of work determined to most likely occur in
WATA’s federal contracting program for FY19-21. The DBE vendor geographic area used was the entire state of Virginia.
Weighting
To tailor the data to WATA’s contracting program for FY19-21, the relative availability of DBEs was weighted, giving more
weight to the categories of work in which WATA projects expending more money. In performing weighting by category,
WATA staff accounted for total projected federal expenditures for FY19-21, and then calculated percentages to be spent
per project. These percentages were applied to the ratios obtained when comparing the number of DBEs and available
DBEs to the availability of CBP businesses in each of the business sectors.
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The results of Step 1 were: Base Figure 1 844/14708 = 6%
Step 2: Adjusting the Base Figure
Justification
In accordance with the guidance on DBE goal setting, adjustment to the Step 1 Base Figure was considered, but not
required, in order to make it as precise as possible. To determine whether an adjustment is needed or not, WATA reviewed
the projects from the last triennial goal calculations and resolved that many of the projects from the previous triennial
goal were not completed; therefore, they carry forward into this triennial DBE goal. However, a major construction project
is expected to be implemented within the next year or two. The current projects included in this year’s projections
reduced our DBE Goal by 4 percent, as vendors have qualified for DBE certification and additional federal funds are
anticipated to be utilized.
This led WATA to the assumption that our previous anticipated rate of DBE participation was over estimated due to
projects not starting or being completed in FY16-18. The median between FY 16 thru FY 18 was 3%. Adding this to the
base figure of 6%, then dividing this by 2 equals 4.5%. In one year during the last triennial cycle, WATA was able to exceed
the goal set in that triennial period due to a construction project for bus stop improvements. Considering most of the
construction projects listed in the prior DBE goal were not implemented or procured, we looked at future participation to
only be the number of ready/willing/able vendors who could perform the tasks associated with our projects. It was
determined to not adjust the base rate.
To provide public participation in the goal-setting process, WATA worked in concert with the Virginia Department of Small
Business Supplier Diversity (SBSD) to solicit and receive public comments. Historically, DBE vendors who submitted
proposals on solicitations failed to response responsibility. To mitigate this issue WATA has coordinated with the SBSD to
assist DBE vendors to submit proposals and bids as well as assist vendors become DBE certified. With this network to assist
small business vendors WATA believes that reaching this goal in the next three years is feasible.
Based on feedback from the outreach events and anticipated solicitations for the next three years, WATA believes that
allocating a portion of the established goal should be by race conscious means. Vendors who attended the outreach events
expressed they may not have the resources to bid as a prime contractor, however, could possibly sub-contract for goods
and/or services under a prime. Solicitations for construction projects are anticipated to be released within the next three
years and there are several ready willing and able DBE vendors under these related NACIS codes that could potentially
sub-contract with a WATA prime contractor.
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Base Figure(s) Adjustment
WATA staff did not adjust the base figure that represented WATA’s DBE goal. WATA decided to allocate a portion of the
base figure to race-conscious, which was zero in the last triennial goal period. The race-neutral rate of 4.8 percent and raceconscious rate of 1.2 percent was derived by dividing the amount of federal dollars for upcoming projects with the
percentage of DBE ready and willing vendors for each of our upcoming projects.
The final step was to determine the number that would represent the new goal. WATA will use the weighed base figure
as the goal.
Weighted

Base

Figure

6%

The types of projects for FY19-21 are similar to the types of projects led in FY16 and a portion of FY18, however, it is
WATA’s expectation to begin the construction for a new facility, which leads us to believe obtaining more participation
through sub-contractors is a realistic goal. This also leads WATA to the assumption that a portion of the 6% of DBE
participation should be allocated to race conscious. DBE capacity in projects in FY19-21 projects once implemented; staff
proposes a total DBE goal of 6 percent, the base figure and not adjust it.
Breakout of Estimated Race-Neutral and Race-Conscious Participation
WATA will meet the maximum feasible portion of its overall goal by using race-neutral and race-conscious means of
facilitating DBE participation and will employ all appropriate means described in section 26.51(b) to encourage DBE
participation.
WATA estimates that in meeting the overall goal of 6 percent, we will obtain 4.6 percent participation employing race
neutral means and 1.4 percent by race conscious means. We reviewed the past DBE performace from the last three years,
to analyze a race-neutral vs. race-conscious split the FY 2019-2021 DBE goal. Based on RN attainment in the last triennial
7.7% divided by the 10% overall goal using RN means would equal 77%. The next step in the breakout is .77 times the
newly developed goal of 6% equaling 4.6% for the new RN Goal, therefore applying a 1.4 percent towards race conscious.
RN/RC Split
Step 1
Average RN Attainment FY16-18

7.7%

/Overall Goal %

10%

Relative RN Attainment

77%

Step 2
Relative RN Attainment

77%

x Proposed Overall Goal %

6%

Step 3
RC Spit

4.6%

RN

1.4%
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To ensure that WATA's DBE program will be narrowly tailored to overcome the effects of discrimination, the use of
contract goals will adjust the estimated breakout of race-neutral and race-conscious participation as needed to reflect
actual DBE participation (see section 26.51(f)) and will track and report race-neutral and race-conscious participation
separately. For reporting purposes, race-neutral DBE participation includes, but is not necessarily limited to, the following:
DBE participation through a prime contract a DBE obtains through customary competitive procurement procedures; DBE
participation through a subcontract on a prime contract that does not carry DBE goal; DBE participation on a prime
contract exceeding a contract goal; and DBE participation through a subcontract from a prime contractor that did not
consider a firm's DBE status in making the award.
WATA will maintain data separately on DBE achievements in those contracts with and without contract goals, respectively.
Recommendation
The following is a summary of the basis of WATA's estimated breakout of race-neutral
DBE participation in accordance with §26.45, WATA staff recommend. WATA reviewed the estimated breakout of raceneutral participation as needed to reflect actual DBE participation (§ 26.Sl (f)) and will track and report race-neutral
participation. For reporting purposes, race-neutral DBE participation includes, but is not necessarily limited to, the
following:
•

DBE participation through prime contract a DBE obtains through customary competitive procurement procedures;

•

DBE participation through a subcontract on a prime contract that does not carry a DBE goal;

•

DBE participation on a prime contract exceeding a contract goal; and

•

DBE participation through a subcontract from a prime contractor that did not consider a firm's DBE status in
making the award.

WATA estimates that in meeting the overall goal of 6 percent, it will obtain 4.6 percent race-neutral participation and 1.4
percent through race-conscious measures.
WATA utilizes the Virginia DMBE database and researches available DBE’s specific to each Request for Proposals (RFPs)
released. WATA then includes these vendors on the RFP distribution list.
Per the rule for submission of DBE goals and goal-setting methodology, WATA will continue to set its overall goal on a
triennial basis. WATA will continue to review the DBE opportunities semi-annually to determine if any changes to the goal
would be needed.
WATA uses the following means to increase DBE participation:
1. Arranging solicitations, times for the presentation of bids, quantities, specifications, and delivery schedules in
ways that facilitate DBE and other small businesses' participation.
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2. Ensuring availability of the State's DBE directory (WATA's DBE Directory) both internally and to interested
parties by advertising to any DBEs listed in the State's list for all RFPs and lFBs.
3. WATA provides a link on the website to the Virginia Department of Rail and Public Transportation (VDRPT). The
VDRPT has developed a presentation that outlines how to do business in Virginia; to include information on how
to register as a SWAM and/or DBE vendor.
4. WATA will continue to consult with community organizations, chamber of commerce, small businesses,
women’s groups and minority groups to get their feedback. These groups can act as a resource to help determine
the availability of DBEs that meet WATA’s service needs.

Best Practices Strategies
Ensure the DBE Goal Setting Process is a Forethought not an Afterthought
•

Ensure DBE goal setting process is part of the construction procurement process check list

•

Obtain preliminary estimate and items of work areas as soon as possible

•

Identify necessary reference documents related to meeting the DBE goal or demonstration of good faith efforts
to meet the DBE goal

•

Review all aspects of work and potential NACIS codes aligned with project and identify DBE’s ready, willing, and
able to perform identified areas of work

Proposers Information Day
•

Schedule meeting with proposers to discuss project scope, status of NEPA study, procurement schedule, and DBE
Program

•

Discuss DBE Goals

•

Discuss Design & Construction

•

Discuss Good Faith Effort Monitoring

•

Discus DBE Program Requirements

Monitoring DBE Participation
•

Monitor good faith efforts documentation quarterly to determine progress

•

Total contract value

•

DBE goal and DBE goal amount

•

DBE subcontracts and subcontract value

•

Payments made to DBE firms quarterly
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FY19-21 DBE Goal Setting: Data & Calculations

Step 1 - Determine the weight of each type of
work by NAICS Code:
* Enter all the FTA-assisted projects below. Project amounts
should be assigned relevant NAICS Code(s).
NAICS
Code

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Project
236220
Construction Facilities
541330
A&E/NEPA/Surv
ey
237990
Project
Management
Vehicle
811213
Maintenance
Bus Shelter
561720
Cleaning
541110
Legal Services
Construction
237310
Management
541614
Consulting
Services
Total FTA-Assisted
Contract Funds

Amount of
% of total
DOT funds on DOT funds
project:
(weight)
$2,912,000.00
0.6417
$200,000.00

0.0441

$200,000.00

0.0441

$720,000.00

0.1587

$36,000.00

0.0079

$30,000.00
$360,000.00

0.0066
0.0793

$80,000.00

0.0176

$4,538,000.00

1.0000

Step 2 - Determine the relative availability of
DBE's by NAICS Code:

0.64169237
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* Use DBE Directory, census data and/or a bidders list to enter the number of available DBE
firms and the number of available firms.
NAICS
Code

1
2
3
4

236220
541330
237990
811213

Project

Number of
DBEs
available to
perform this
work

Relative
Availabilit
y

206

Number
of all
firms
available
(includin
g DBEs)
3020

Construction Facilities
A&E/NEPA/Surve
y
Project
Management
Vehicle
Maintenance

285

5480

0.0520

91

1238

0.0735

4

1817

0.0022

8

0.0682

VA/NC/M
D
VA/NC/M
D
VA/NC/M
D
USA

561720

Bus Shelter
Cleaning
Legal Services
Construction
Management
Consulting
Services

5
6 541110
237310
7
541614
8

Combined Totals

68

1392

0.0489

5
78

284
834

0.0176
0.0935

107

643

0.1664

844

14708

0.0574

VA
VA/NC/M
D
Overall
availability
of DBEs

Step 3 - (Weight) x (Availability) = Weighted Base
Figure
NAICS
Code
1) 236220

Project
Construction Facilities

2

541330

A&E/NEPA/Survey

3

237990

Project Management

4

811213

Vehicle Maintenance

5

561720

Bus Shelter Cleaning

6

541110

7

237310

Legal Services
Construction
Management

8

541614

Consulting Services

Weight
0.6416
9
0.0440
7
0.0440
7
0.1586
6
0.0079
3
0.0066
1
0.0793
3
0.0176
3

x

Availabilit
y

x

0.06821

0.0438

x

0.05201

0.0023

x

0.07351

0.0032

x

0.00220

0.0003

x

0.04885

0.0004

x

0.01761

0.0001

x

0.09353

0.0074

x

0.16641
Total
Expressed
as a %
(*100)

0.0029
0.0605

Rounded,
Weighted
Base
Figure:
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Weighte
d Base
Figure

6.05%

6%

The VA Department of Small Business & Supplier Diversity
presents:

DOING BUSINESS WITH TRANSIT AGENCIES
March 19, 2018 | 10 a.m. to 12 p.m.
2ND FLOOR BOARDROOM
509 EAST 18th Street | Norfolk, VA 23504

NO FEE. RSVP REQUIRED.
Please visit www.sbsd.virginia.gov to register.

QUESTIONS? Please contact Nina Britton at Nina.britton@sbsd.virginia.gov.

Feedback – Public Outreach
March 2018 DBE event at HRT in Norfolk
DBE vendors at this event commented about wanting potential companies they may work with to
understand they were viable, responsible options for contracts big and small. They wanted to be looked
at like other vendors, and provided with feedback on their work before, during and after contracts.
Matter of fact, the need for better communications with companies hiring DBE vendors seemed to be
overall theme from this group of DBE vendors. Tasked with navigating world of requisitions and forms,
some asked for more support in completing all aspects of contracts, not just for DBE vendors, but for all
smaller businesses. Most of the DBE vendor proposals were unresponsive to solicitations and SBSD
offered to assist these vendors to prepare responsive bids and proposals.
While they appreciated outreach efforts, some asked for more targeted workshops and what kind of
support/help was available for those going after large contracts for first time or competing in bid
process for first time. The group provided a wide range of services, and cautioned companies not to just
look for DBE vendors for services like housekeeping, grounds work, sewage, cleaning vehicles,
landscaping, etc. when they also provide printing, engineering, site planning, legal and other services.
In sum, DBE vendors really wanted to be seen and dealt with as individuals and not a monolith with
more feedback and communications as well as not just looked at for certain jobs and services.

DATE:

Monday May 7, 2018

TIME:

10:00 am to 11:30 am

LOCATION: Quarterpath Recreation Center
202 Quarterphath Road
Williamsburg, VA 23185
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Learn more about Williamsburg Area Transit Authority’s
contracting opportunities through a discussion of the
agency’s proposed Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE)
utilization for Fiscal Years 2017-2019. For more information,
contact Barbara Creel, Budget & Grants Manager,
at bcreel@goWATA.org or call 757-220-5574
4.

BUSINESS COMMUNITY OUTREACH
DISADVANTAGE BUSINESS ENTERPRISE (DBE) GOAL
May 7, 2018 10:00 AM – 11:30 AM

AGENDA
x

Welcome

x

Introductions

x

Virginia Department of Small Business and Supplier Diversity
(SBSD)

x

Doing Business with WATA – DBE

x

Questions - Feedback

BUSINESS COMMUNITY OUTREACH
May 7, 2018 – Quarterpath Recreation Center
10:00 am to 11:30 pm
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Full range of goods, supplies and services. Examples include, but aren’t limited to:
• Professional Services Consultants: Engineers, Designers, Architect and other.
• Construction contracting for bus shelters
• Printing services – brochures, rack cards, postcards
• Procurement of operational goods and services, anywhere from office supplies to
buses.
• Marketing, brand materials – logo merchandise for events, job fairs, public
transportation initiatives

$&7,9(&2175$&76
• Vehicle maintenance services
• Bus shelter cleaning services
• Interior bus cleaning services
• Bus stop sign and pole installations
• Consulting services
• Engineering and Design – Bus Shelters
• Legal services

)<352&85(0(17
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vehicle maintenance services
Bus shelter cleaning services
Interior bus cleaning
Bus stop sign and pole installation
Architectural and engineering services
Printing brochures, rack cards, etc.
Marketing, brand and logo items
Construction
Construction Management
Legal services
Consulting services
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• Preliminary goal for this three period is 6%
• Review the number of ready, willing and able DBEs divided all firms
ready willing and able
• Review past DBE participation

352&85(0(177+5(6+2/'6
• Micro Purchase- Under $2,500
• Small Purchase- $2,500 to $50,000
• Request for Proposals (RFP)/Invitation for Bid (IFB)

352&85(0(17$1'&2175$&7,1*
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Invitation for Bids (IFB)
• Conduct technical evaluations of the proposals received and to
determine the advantageous offer
• Awards are made to responsible proposers whose proposal is most
advantageous to WATA with price and other factors considered
Negotiated Procurements (RFP)
• RFP is used for contracting whereby WATA and potential contractor
negotiate on both price and technical requirements after submission of
proposals
• Award is made to the contractor whose final proposal is most
advantageous to WATA

62/,&,7$7,216
WATA IFBs and RFPs are advertised on James City
County’s Procurement web site The basic details of the
solicitations can be viewed on the site at the following link:
https://www.jamescitycountyva.gov/467/Bids-Requests-For/Bids-Requests-For-Proposals
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Feedback – Public Outreach

DBE Event May 2018
This DBE event was smaller and focused on our service area in Williamsburg and surrounding counties.
Still, a number of vendor echoed sentiments expressed by DBE vendors at Norfolk seminar in regards to
better communication through bid/application process as well as assistance in navigating paperwork.
They also asked for communications after contract with information on how they could improve their
pitches for future contracts. Those new to the process also asked what resources were available to help
them fill out and complete all needed, required forms for contracts. SBSD offered their services to help
DBE vendors prepare better.
Some felt they had good grasp of process only to not be selected for contracts or not even considered
because of filing errors. Details on the errors and how to correct them were what these DBE vendors
said they wanted and needed to be successful and competitive in market with larger vendors who
employ full staffs that work on getting contracts.
They also expressed wanting to be considered for contracts other than service ones – networking and IT,
printing services, recruiting services, legal representation as well as engineering and environmental
studies.
A takeaway for those looking to hire DBE vendors is to look at building relationships with DBE vendors
by keeping local database on potential DBE vendors and using them for work that may not require
contract process under certain dollar amounts. Those looking for DBE vendors are also able to provide
guidance with better communication and feedback throughout the contract process or even after. One
vendor even suggested businesses send all who applied for contract response on whether they were
selected with small note on why or why not. It would help them grow as businesses and those seeking
vendors hone communication skills with all vendors.
Note: Based on feedback from the outreach events and anticipated solicitations for the next three years,
WATA believes that allocating a portion of the established goal should be by race conscious means.
Vendors who attended expressed they may not have the resources to bid as a prime contractor,
however, could be hired by a prime to subcontract on a WATA contract. Solicitations for construction
projects are anticipated to be released within the next three years and there are several ready willing
and able DBE vendors under these related NACIS codes that could potentially sub-contract with a WATA
prime contractor.

